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Abstract
Besides several themes related to burning issues on the surface of the current discourses
in South Korea, this special issue of the AJGES pays attention to the fundamental
problems, which are essential to understand the unique character of South Korean
society as a divided nation. The in-depth analysis of some fundamental mechanisms is
indispensable to develop a long-term strategy dealing with the roots of various
problems. A comparison with the history of Germany as a formerly divided country is
deemed helpful in order to see the problems from different perspectives and broaden
the horizon. The contributions of this Thematic Series were first published in Korean by
Dolgebae, Paju in 2015.
Neben vielen anderen brennenden Problemen an der Oberfläche derzeitiger Debatten
in Südkorea, widmet sich der Schwerpunkt dieser Ausgabe der AJGES einem
grundlegenden Problem, i.e. der einzigartige Charakter der südkoreanischen
Gesellschaft als einer geteilten Nation. Die Tiefenanalyse einiger der Mechanismen ist
Voraussetzung, um eine langfristige Strategie zur Überwindung der Ursachen der
verschiedenen Probleme zu entwickeln. Dabei ist der Vergleich mit einer früher
geteilten Nation wie Deutschland zweifelsohne hilfreich, um die Probleme aus
einer anderen Perspektive zu sehen und den Horizont zu erweitern. Die Beiträge
in dieser thematischen Sektion wurden zuerst auf koreanisch vom Verlag
Dolgebae 2015 veröffentlicht.
Keywords: Anticommunism, Cold War, South Korea, Germany, USA, Communism,
Fascism
“A spectre is haunting Europe – the spectre of communism.
All the powers of old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this spectre:
Pope and Tsar, Metternich and Guizot, French Radicals and German police-spies.”
(Karl Marx, and Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto, 1848)1
“… also the theory becomes a material force, if it seizes the masses.”
(Karl Marx)

Background
One of the main hypotheses to understand and explain anti-communism in modern
history is first to understand and explain why and how modern communism appeared, i.e.:
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1. Without dialectics we do not understand anything.
2. Deep cultural and social structures are fundamental for the specificities of societies
and their contradictions, i.e. without history we do not understand anything.
3. Capitalism produced economic, political, social, and cultural cleavages, which led to
new political and social organisations, which organised uprisings, revolutions and
other forms of resistance. I.e. without economics we do not understand anything.
4. Colonisation and imperialism have spread capitalist relations of production globally.
5. Nearly all, early communist experiments in the 19th and 20th century failed.
6. Deep social and cultural structures explain the specificities of communism and anticommunism in the world. There are nearly as many varieties of communism and
anti-communism as countries.
7. Anti-communism is as old as communism.
8. In many countries the conflict between communists and anti-communists led to
terrible civil wars.
9. The history of communism and anti-communism is full of contradictions and
paradoxes.
10. There exists anti-communism even without communists.
11. The Soviet revolution from 1917 and the Soviet Union have casted the modern
understanding of communism by creating the dogmatic Marxism-Leninism.2
12. The founding of the Soviet Union has changed world history, although it was really
existing socialism and not communism.
13. The USA as hegemonic world power was and is the leader in anti-communism.
14. Japanese imperialism has as a counter-reaction promoted communism in East Asia.
15. West Germany and South Korea had developed specific forms of anti-communism
due to their situation at the frontline between the two major powers.
16. The Korean War was the only international ‘hot’ war between communists and
anti-communists since 1945.
17. Third World communism and anti-communism after the Second World War were in
the centre of systems’ competition between East and West, resulting in their division.
18. Although there are great varieties of capitalism, today’s dominant form is the one
of neoliberalism.
19. Anti-communism – like communism – is seeking political and cultural hegemony
by all means.
20. The judicial system is utilized in both regimes (communist and anti-communist) to
promote their interests.
21. The struggle between so-called communists and anti-communists gives limited
academic freedom on both sides.
22. Most communist regimes and parties have disappeared since 1990.
23. Some socialist countries (e.g. China, North Korea, Cuba) survived the end of the
Cold War (Saxonberg 2012).
24. Communism has changed into nationalism, actually there were already such
elements from the very beginning.
25. Anti-communism is today largely replaced by anti-terrorism and anti-Islamism.
26. The recent interest in the study of anti-communism – more than twenty years after
end of the Cold War in Europe – show the relevance of the topic also for future
generations, especially for South Korea, where there is no peace and reunification yet.
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27. China with its Maoism as source of communism and target of anti-communism
needs special consideration.
28. The future of humanity will be decided in China (Széll 2010a).
On the theory of anti-communisms

Certainly it will be necessary to differentiate between various forms of radical social
movements: i.e. communists, socialists, anarchists, which are again spread in many political parties, tendencies and sects. These are in general amalgamated by anti-communist
policies and ideologies, which also produce diverse forms of anti-communism, antisocialism, anti-Bolshevism (Generalsekretariat zum Studium des Bolschewismus 1975;
Jakowlew 2004; Rebatet 1940) and anti-anarchism: reactionary, fascist, liberal, conservative. Nevertheless there are some basic principles also in the global context and in the
long run (Braudel 1986), which justify the notion of ‘anti-communism’ as a heuristic
approach. Nevertheless historic and cultural specificities, which sometimes go back thousands of years (Gurvitch 1962), have to be respected. For the context the following Fig. 1
may be helpful:

Fig. 1 Anti-Communism/Anti-Socialism/Anti-Anarchism/Anti-Liberalism

Communism

Before entering into a debate about anti-communism it seems to be necessary to define
communism.3 Apparently this is an immense task, which cannot be done extensively
(e.g. Tosel, André 2010). Why not just take the definition by the Collins English
Dictionary (2013)?
1. “Advocacy of a classless society in which private ownership has been abolished and
the means of production and subsistence belong to the community,
2. any social, economic, or political movement or doctrine aimed at achieving
such a society,
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3. usually a political movement based upon the writings of Marx that considers
history in terms of class conflict and revolutionary struggle, resulting eventually
in the victory of the proletariat and the establishment of a socialist order based
on public ownership of the means of production. See also Marxism, MarxismLeninism, socialism,
4. usually a social order or system of government established by a ruling Communist
Party, esp. in the former Soviet Union,
5. often (mainly US) any leftist political activity or thought, esp. when considered
to be subversive,
6. communal living; communalism.”
As another easily acceptable and probably nowadays most widespread reference we
may take Wikipedia (2013a). It distinguishes sixteen forms of Marxist communism and
two non-Marxist ones (Table 1):
Table 1 Marxist and non-Marxist communism
Marxist communism
Marxism
Leninism and Marxism-Leninism
Leninism
Stalinism
Trotskyism
Maoism
Prachanda Path
Hoxhaism
Titoism
Juche (Kim 1984)
Eurocommunism
Council communism
Left communism
Situationism
Autonomism
Non-Marxist communism
Anarchist communism

Christian communism

We can keep for our purpose some central elements:
1. Marxism is based on the methodology of Historic Materialism/HistoMat.
2. Although with a lot of revolutionary rhetoric, fundamentally communism has an
evolutionary understanding of history: “In the womb of the old society the new
society emerges.” (Marx 1875)
3. Communism is based on social ownership (cooperatives, collectivism).
4. It has an anarchistic understanding of the ‘withering away of the state’.
5. Communism did not militarily expand by itself.
6. ‘World revolution’ means parallel uprisings in different societies by its own
contradictions – not a strategic overturn by a central agency or committee
with its seat in Moscow. Nowadays this is completely out of time.
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Really existing communism occurred in local, utopian communities (USA, Brazil,
New Lanark, Great Britain) and in the Kibbutzim since the 19th century.

Methods
It may be surprising to find a lot of critical publications, conferences, media productions
on the topic of anti-communism in the last couple of years (cf. e.g. The International
Newsletter of Communist Studies; Wikipedia 2013b, c). There is a new generation of
scholars, who practice some critical distance to Cold War attitudes (Greiner et al. 2006–
2013). Many archives are fortunately opened, which allows to shed a new light on history.
As the Cold War is the climax of anti-communism, it is worthwhile to pay specific
attention to this period:
“
The description of the history of the Cold War has entered since some time a
new phase. An epoch designation of different length and importance – especially in
German history often phases of a longer lasting East–west-conflict have been characterized – has become a fixed size, a defined historical unit, i.e. encompasses the
period from 1945/47 until 1989/91 and presenting itself disciplinarily an own subfield of contemporary history. Cold War Studies have established themselves in the
whole Anglo-Saxon world and beyond as research context. (Müller 2013; translation
by Gy. Sz.)”
Gesine Schwan (1999) sees four forms of anti-communism for Germany:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anti-communism of the social-democratic left,
liberal anti-communism,
anti-communism in the further bourgeois spectre of the bourgeoisie,
‘anti-democratic’ anti-communism (National Socialism).

According to Kim Dong-Choon the bearers of anti-communism in South Korea are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

U.S trained intellectuals: anti-communism as liberalism,
Land lord class: anti-communism as class interests,
Christians and North Korean migrants: anti-communism as religion,
Pro-Japanese bureaucrats, police and Military: anti-communism for self-defensive
logic or power politics,
5. Ordinary People: nti-communism for survival,
6. Traumatized people: anti-communism as social ill.
For the study of anti-communism we may differentiate four main schools:
 Traditional (Nolte 1974),
 Realist,
 Revisionist, and
 Post-revisionist (Vilmar, Fritz 1986).

And it may be worthwhile to study Commonsense anticommunism, as Jennifer Luff
calls it (2012). The leader of the Communist Platform and leader of the opposition
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party in the Bundestag Die Linke, Sahra Wagenknecht, proposes a differentiation
between hard and soft anti-communism (1994).
Systematic approach

For a better understanding I propose the following table (Table 2).
Table 2 Fields of analysis
General
• Functions
• Structures
• Interests
• Legitimisations
• Character
• Forms
• Effects
Culture
• Ideologies
• Arts
• Academia
• Education
• Media
• Religion
Politics
• Intentions
• Strategies
• Tactics
• Political parties
• NGOs
Society
• Actors
• Organisations
• Civil society
• Religious institutions
Economics
• Business
• Unions
The State
• Institutions
• Government
• Administration
• The Law
• Police
• Gender
• Secret services
• Military
• Espionage
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The issue

Anti-communism has a long tradition (Swennen 2010). Nobody is born as a communist
or an anti-communist or an anti-Semite etc. We are made by socialization and specific
circumstances to become or not to become one. Anti-communism started with modern
communism, i.e. after the publication of The Communist Manifesto in 1848. In anticommunism there is quite often an intentional mix/amalgam of communism, socialism,
anarchism, Marxism, Marxism-Leninism, Sovietism, syndicalism, Bolshevism, Stalinism,
Russophobia, Maoism, Red Khmerism, Fidelism, Marxism-Horvatism/Titoism, and
workers’ self-management (for clarification cf. amongst others Anderson 1976; Bottomore
1983; Droz 1984).
Social and political revolutions are mostly nationalist so far: England, USA, France,
Mexico, Germany, Hungary, Egypt, Russia etc. And most revolutions actually failed:
Germany (1848, 1919), France (1848), Hungary (1919, 1956), and Russia (1905). There
are also many revolts and rebellions (e.g. USA 1776), which do not end in a societal
change, but promote the circulation of elites (Pareto 2006). Civil Wars happen since
centuries, e.g. within the USA, Great Britain, Russia, Italy, France, India, Spain, Sudan,
Yugoslavia, Indonesia, Vietnam, China, Myanmar, Yemen, Somalia, South Africa, nearly
all of Latin America, Korea, Sri Lanka, Syria, Libya, Kurdistan, Africa (Cameroon,
Congo, Angola, Mozambique, Somalia, South Africa, Namibia etc.). Since the 19th century quite often communists/socialists/anarchists and anti-communists/anti-socialists/
anti-anarchists are opposed in these conflicts.
A schizophrenic relationship prevailed between East and West during the Second
World War. No revolutionary situation in the West nor in Japan existed after Second
World War, on which revolutionary movements could build on.
Probably The Black Book of Communism by Stéphane Courtois et al., published first
in French in 1999, with a second volume in 2004, had since then the biggest impact on
the anti-communist discourse (Courtois 2010; Courtois 2009; Courtois 2002; Courtois
2007; Courtois 2011): 26 translations and one million copies – however, surprisingly
not yet in South Korea. One of the main arguments of the detractors of so-called
communism, i.e. Soviet-style Marxist-Leninist regimes, are the hunger catastrophes,
notably in Ukraine in the 1930s, the collectivisation in general and China in the 1950s,
which are blamed to be deliberately produced by the regimes. As tragic and certainly
also partly criminal these events are, they are definitely not by principle due to
‘communism’. How many hungry people live today, even in the USA, Germany, South
Korea, not to speak of the Third World? One billion altogether, and about 50 million
die every year – mostly children (Right to Food 2013; Ziegler et al. 2011). That has
nothing to do with communism, but with really existing capitalism. And if we go further
back to colonialism, and hunger epidemies in Europe in the last centuries, we come up to
billions as well. So, not surprisingly the answer came soon by Robert Kurz (1999) and Jean
Surel-Canal (Suret-Canal 2002) with their The Black Book of Capitalism in German
respectively in French. The Black Book on Colonialism by Marc Ferro in French followed
in (2010). Interestingly all three have not been translated into English so far.
Perhaps the role of organized crime within anti-communism is one of the least
researched issues, although it definitely has a most prominent place. The Italian and
US-American mafias, the Japanese Yakuza, the Chinese triad and the Latin American
drug cartels have great interest in fighting communism. That does not exclude that
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some communist groups – especially in Latin America – finance their operations
through drug trafficking. And also during the Brezhnev era in the Soviet Union mafias
grew enormously, until they controlled about 50% of the whole economy – until today.
However, this does not contradict the earlier statement that organized crime is in general linked to anti-communism, as in the Soviet Union there existed no communism,
but state capitalism, and real communists were persecuted.
Not to be neglected within the analysis of ‘anti-communism’ – as in many other circumstances – is paranoia: Not only Lenin, Stalin, Hitler, but all other dictators, and many
US-Americans, Germans as well as Koreans suffered from this disease. Therefore the suspicions of conspiracy and treason are main elements within anti-communism. The foreigner, stranger, alien, enemy is often the ‘barbarian’ – a deeply rooted anthropological
fear (Boveri 1960), which can be mobilized as well in anti-communism. Anti-communism
is mostly a fight against an interior enemy, although the exterior enemy gives the pretext.
Also religion can serve anti-communism with the notion of the ‘devil’.4 Communists
were designated as ‘Red devils’. And also another clerical notion comes into play here:
heresy, i.e. falling away from the dominant belief system. Although witch burning has a
long tradition in the USA – as well as in Europe, however, burning of communists did
fortunately not happen. Specific fascist-religious, totalitarian organisations like Scientology (Hubbard 1956; Caberta 2007; Reitman 2011; Wright 2013) and the Moon sect
(Wikipedia 2013f )5 played a large role in anti-communist activities.
Some politicians – as in former times kings and emperors – pretend to be selected
by a supreme power to lead the people, to mission, to conquer, to fight the evil – i.e.
communism. Recently amongst them were Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush in the
USA (cf. to Széll in this volume). However, the main, driving ideology in the struggle
against communism is nationalism with its notions of espionage and high treason. In
its reactionary form it becomes national-chauvinism: “My country first!” The most radical form of nationalism is fascism – including racism and anti-Semitism.6
By the way, the statement of the late French President François Mitterrand in his last
speech before the European Parliament in 1995 is unfortunately still valid: “Nationalism
is war!” Today, interventions in other countries are legitimized as humanitarian. In the
past they were bluntly justified as protecting own, mostly US-American interests –
without any UN-approval. Peace-movements were regarded as communist-led. But is
peace not a fundamental Christian message?

Capitalism

The driving force of capitalism, as clearly elaborated by Karl Marx, is profit seeking and the
accumulation of capital to be reinvested. The dominant sector is the financial capital
(Hilferding 1981; Luxemburg 1972). It means the primacy of economics over politics. Today
this orientation is expressed through the term of ‘shareholder-value’ (Vitols 2002). Crises
are a fundamental element of the capitalist system (Lutz 1984; Marx 1976; Schumpeter
1928, 1943). And in the sense of dialectics they produce social uprisings, revolts, and
revolutions. Mao Dze Dong characterized this phenomenon as the ‘struggle of two lines’.
At the same time capitalism used the national framework to consolidate its
power and nationalism as its ideology within the international competition. So varieties of capitalism developed (Hall, and Soskice 2001). However, again dialectically,
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independence wars began in the 18th century: in the USA, Greece, Italy against the
Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Vatican, the Balkans, in Latin America, Africa, Asia,
i.e. nearly everywhere. These independence movements were quite often led by socialists,
communists, anarchists et al.
In parallel, class struggles started everywhere too. Workers began to organize themselves in trade unions and political parties, which gained in many countries influence
and power. Partly until today, they were fought by capitalists, conservatives, liberals
and others through oppression, by law or by ‘buying’ them. One of the first and largely
successful strategies was Taylorism (Taylor 1911). Later Fordism, i.e. the utmost division
of labour linked to an increase of income for the working class, was weakening trade
unions too (Braverman 1974; Aglietta, and Fernbach 2001). Now it is combined with
‘sex, and shopping’ and entertainment. This formula still expands, especially to the
Third World.
But there is also another dimension: The exploitation of the Third World is corrupting the working class in the West, creating ‘The affluent worker’ (Goldthorpe et al.
1968–1970), distributing partly the extra-profits gathered there. Therefore the working
class has become more sensitive for anti-communist propaganda, which is suggesting
that its little wellbeing would be taken away by communists.
For sure modern capitalism has brought an enormous development of the productive
forces, as already forecasted by Karl Marx. The price was imperialist and colonial wars,
and again an increasing inequality. The dissolution of the agricultural societies led to
urbanization and social change: individualization, atomization of society, precariousness, and big cities.
But as capitalism needed also the development of science and technology, the
new class of scientific workers grew, and some of them became critical intellectuals.
Dialectics again.
The global expansion of the capitalist mode of production was accompanied with
human rights – but quite often also with religious, missionary campaigns.7 The free
market should go hand in hand with democracy, the so-called Washington Consensus.
The social divide has increased in most countries, measured by the Gini-coefficient.
The ultra-rich have the greatest fear of communism, socialism and welfare policies,
buying politicians, media (Rupert Murdoch e.g.), churches, and scientists (Proctor, and
Schiebinger 2008). They are in general the most anticommunist in our societies. But
there is also a strategy similar to ‘Big Brother’ in Orwell’s 1984, organising business in a
totalitarian way: “I love my company.” (Pagès et al. 1979)
The biggest financial and economic crisis of the 20th century was the Black Friday in
1929. This catastrophe fuelled anti-capitalist movements – on the left and the right.
The most recent global crisis since 2007/2008 provoked also anti-capitalist movements
on the left and the right: the Occupy Wall-Street movement on the one side, nationalchauvinism and neo-fascism on the other side.

Neo-liberalism

Friedrich Hayek can be characterized as the leading neo-liberal, although today probably less well known than Milton Friedman, his disciple and winner of the Nobel Prize
in Economics in 1976. For our topic this citation is of primordial relevance:
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“I am totally against dictatorships. But a dictatorship may be a necessary system for a
transitional period. At times it is necessary for a country to have, for a time, some form
or other of dictatorial power. As you will understand, it is possible for a dictator to govern in a liberal way. And it is also possible for a democracy to govern with a total lack
of liberalism. Personally, I prefer a liberal dictator to democratic government lacking in
liberalism.” (Hayek 1981a: D9; citation according to Farrant et al. 2012: 521).
Already in 1933 Harold Laski wrote: “A capitalist democracy will not allow that its
electorate by the hazard of an election will fall into socialism.“ (Laski 1933; Translation
by Gy. Sz.) Historic examples have been the military dictatorship in Greece from 1967
to 1974, and the intervention of the USA in Italy during the same period to prevent
communists to be part of the government (Teodori 1998). Irony of the history: In 2013
a former communist has been elected Prime Minister of Italy.
If really existing socialism is ‘organized irresponsibility’ (Kornai 1986), what then
about really existing capitalism?”One and only one social responsibility of business [is]
to increase profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud.” (Milton Friedman in
Capitalism and Freedom, University of Chicago Press, 1962; cited in Nelson, 2004: 14)
And another citation from Milton Friedman in the same line: “… the notion of social
justice is a completely empty expression, bereft of all determinable contents.” (cf. Jorion
2013; translation by Gy. Sz.) Neo-liberalism in its practical implications to focus only
on ‘freedom’ of the market (Friedman 2002) has liberated the destructive forces of
capitalism.

Really existing socialism

The creation of the Soviet Union in 1917 was the biggest shock for capitalism in the
early 20th century, and the capitalist nations tried to annihilate the Soviet Union
through a civil war from 1918 to 1921 right away, but unsuccessfully. ‘War communism’ was the answer (Behrendt 2010). Against the rising danger of reactionary forces
and fascism the Soviet Union launched the IIIrd Communist International, the so-called
Komintern, in 1919 to assemble all organisations, which were ready to fight together
for the survival and expansion of ‘communism’. After its failure it was disbanded in
1943 (Kahan 1990).
Just to cut short: The Soviet Union was built on Tsarism, nationalism, and Statecapitalism (Linden 2007). The German social-democratic leader Wilhelm Liebknecht
said in 1896: "Nobody has combatted State Socialism more than we German Socialists;
nobody has shown more distinctively than I, that State Socialism is really State capitalism!" This assessment is confirmed by the notion of ‘Socialism in one country’ and the
characterization of the defence against Nazism as the ‘Great Patriotic War’ in the Soviet
Union.
The Soviet nuclear bomb established the balance of power between East and West,
and led to a system competition since the 1950s. The central figure of the history of
the Soviet Union was Joseph Stalin (Creuzberger 2009; Franklin 1972; Hofmann 1967;
Kaplan 2006; Marcou 1988; Souvarine 1939), who ruled terribly from 1922 to 1953 and
invented the notion of Marxism-Leninism. The Soviet Constitution was nearly perfect,
but the reality not at all. The planned economy became a bureaucratic monster, called
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‘barracks communism’ (Busgalin, and Mayer 2008). The Hungarian economist Janós
Kornai designates the Soviet system as ‘organized irresponsibility’ (1986, 1992), which
certainly was one of the main reasons for its breakdown from within.
The Soviet Union united all elements of a dictatorship: no freedom of speech, no
freedom of association, no freedom of press/media, and no freedom to travel. Millions
of people, even top communist leaders, were imprisoned in concentration camps
(Gulags) or murdered after show-processes. Paranoia on the side of the leaders and denunciation by many were characteristics of this system. The primacy of the party and
its satellite organisations dominated over all other needs and functions. “The party is
always right!”, i.e. immunisation against any critique.8 This Soviet model served as
scenario for George Orwell’s book ‘1984’.
De-Stalinisation was started by Nikita Khrushchev after the death of the dictator, but
Stalinism reappeared after the breakdown of the Soviet Empire.9 North Korea can be
characterized as a Stalinist regime. Probably Lewis E. Kaplan was completely right with
his book ‘God Bless You Joe Stalin: The Man Who Saved Capitalism’ from 2006. The
radical reforms, which Mikhail Gorbachev tried with Glasnost and Perestroika, came
much too late in 1985 (Manutscharjan 2009). The end of the Soviet Union in 1991
through a Coup d’État by Boris Jelzin, and supported by the West, was dramatic
(Altrichter 2009; Brown 2004, 2010). Karl Marx had forecasted that a successful socialist revolution can only take place in the most developed societies. He seemingly was
right (cf. also Dutschke 1974).

Leftist Anti-Communism/Anti-Socialism/Anti-Stalinism/Anti-Dogmatism

From the very beginning the anarchists fought communism (Kropotkin 1968; Fuëg
2000). Even before anti-communism spread in the West and the invention of fascism
inner critique of the communist regime in the form of the Soviet Union developed
from within. Originally the workers’ and soldiers’ councils – ‘soviet’ means ‘council’ –
made the revolution, which was transformed into the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’
(Pankratowa, Anna 1976). Very quickly opposition arose not only from the side of the
beaten Tsarists and Mensheviks, but very strongly also from within the Communist
Party itself, where many felt the ‘revolution betrayed’. This is the title of a book, written
by Leon D. Trotsky in 1937. Trotsky was one of the leaders of the Soviet revolution,
however, got soon in conflict with Stalin, and had to flee the Soviet Union. He was
murdered by the KGB in Mexico in 1940 (Trotsky & Leon 1937). But Trotskyism survived in the form of the IVth International.
Corruption was widespread in socialist countries. The ‘Nomenklatura’ – as the Yugoslav
critique Milovan Djilas called it (1982) – lived in closed areas, kind of ‘gated communities’
like in the USA, with a lot of privileges. The Hungarian sociologists Agnes Heller, Ferenc
Fehér, and György Markus characterized the Soviet Way as a ‘dictatorship of needs and
alienated everyday life’ (1983). These three critiques emigrated after the failed Hungarian
uprising of 1956 to the West. Andras Hegedus, Hungarian Prime Minister from 1955 to
1956, was another fierce critique of the Soviet system (1976, 1977). However, the most
radical critique came from Rosa Luxemburg with her slogan “Freedom is always the freedom of the other!” (1972). These critiques were again criticized as revisionists by those in
power (Wagenknecht 1994).
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Fascism
Fascism is the strongest anti-communist movement so far (Martens 1993; Nolte 1963,
1989; Nolte and Furet 1998).10 The notion Fascism was invented by Benito Mussolini
in 1922. It builds on racism, xenophobia and especially anti-Semitism. It is a contradictory movement promising on the one hand ‘eternity’ (1,000 Year Reich) and on the
other ‘revolution’. With the Holocaust and the extermination of six million Jews, but
also hundreds of thousands of gypsies and political enemies it was one of the most
cruel and terrible political regimes in human history.
The Black Friday in 1929, where the New York Stock Exchange imploded, led to a
world-wide financial and economic crisis with millions of unemployed in all capitalist
countries. This misery strengthened fascist movements all over the world (cf. Table 2),
offering an alternative to communism, therefore largely supported by the petty bourgeoisie (Franke 1988), but also by big capital (Polanyi 1957). A central element is the
passive participation by the masses (Gorz 1987). Hate and distrust against everybody
were the base of the system. By the way, the notion ‘Fifth column’ stems from General
Franco during the Spanish civil war (Gross 1980: XV) (Table 3).

Table 3 Fascist regimes
Axis powers
• Italy first (1922–1943), where from the notion ‘fascism’ derives.
• Germany (1933–1945 – including annexed Austria and occupied countries with their collaborators
(cf. special chapters)
• Japan (1936–1945)
Others
• Brazil (1937–1945)
• China, Republic of (1932–1938; 1941–1996)
• Croatia (1941–1945)
• Finland (1929–1932)
• France (1940–1944)
• Greece (1936–1941)
• Hungary (1932–1945)
• Norway (1943–1945)
• Portugal (1932–1974)
• Poland (1930s)
• Romania (1940–1944)
• Slovakia (1939–1944)
• Spain (1936–1975)

Anti-Communism is still strongest there, where there used to be fascist, reactionary
authoritarian regimes/dictatorships, e.g. South Korea. At the same time anticommunism is paradoxically strongest there, where there are few or even no communists (similar to xenophobia).
The Second World War ended most fascist regimes by military defeat, co-ordinated
by the then four Allies during the Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam Conferences. Nevertheless some fascist regimes survived (Spain, Portugal).
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Fascism is, however, not yet dead, as neo-fascist movements and parties exist and become even stronger with the worldwide financial and economic crisis since 2007 – so
in Germany, but also in Italy, Hungary, Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway and nearly
all other European countries as well (Table 4).

Table 4 Essentials of conservative/fascist anti-communism
• Religion
• Nationalism/national-chauvinism
• Capitalism
• Free-market economy
• Vested interests
• Paranoia
• Heresy
• Xenophobia
• Racism
• Anti-international
• Distrust
• Anti-Enlightenment
• Anti-intellectual
• Anti-union
• Anti-workers
• Anti-peace
• Anti-social rights
• Anti-human rights
• Militarism
• Superiority-complex “God’s own country!”
• Hate
• Family
• Anti-homosexuality
• Anti-abortion

Anti-fascism

Where there is fascism there is in the sense of dialectics also anti-fascism. As with
anti-communism there are also different forms of anti-fascism, just to name the
main:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Communism,
Socialism,
Anarchism,
Liberalism,
Traditional conservatism (wertkonservativ), and
Some religious groups.

As in the case of anti-communism it is an issue of consciousness, i.e. to regard fascism
as a problem or a danger for one’s own value system and life.
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The role of academia and intellectuals

The fundamental principle of science and culture in the modern world is Enlightenment.
However, not all members of academia and intellectuals feel committed to it. The
temptations of power and money are often too big for many not to resist or just
being opportunistic. The German-Hungarian sociologist Karl Mannheim characterized
intellectuals as free-floating (1936).
Until the age of Enlightenment religion dominated the value system. But the split between different religions and with it Weltanschauungen was certainly at the beginning
of Enlightenment. Nevertheless Enlightenment has not yet become the dominant
cultural phenomenon globally. On the contrary, fundamentalism is driving back this
principle (Postman 1999; Széll 2001).
Science is neither neutral nor objective. In so far the struggle for cultural hegemony
(Femia 1982; Gramsci 2000) is part of the overall political struggle. Historians describe
the Dreyfus-affair in 1905 as the beginning of the modern intellectual, who was then at
the left. But academia in general was part of the establishment, namely priests, doctors,
lawyers and teachers. Actually, until the 1960s the majority of academics was employed
in the public sector and had there to follow its strict rules.
When the Cold War broke out with its propaganda, psychological warfare, disinformation, and counterpropaganda many academics played – on both sides – a very
prominent role, as we can see namely under McCarthyism. Ellen W. Schrecker
describes this as ‘Cold Civil War’ (1986: 129). And Stefan Creuzberger designates it as
‘Cold War Culture’ (Creuzberger 2009: 38). The leading US-American sociologist,
Talcott Parsons, contributed also by his theory to anti-communism. The refusal of class
theory was also part of the intellectual struggle against communism and Marxian
thinking and methods.
A historic compromise was reached in the 1960s, when pluralism was propagated, i.e.
that different schools are allowed, even demanded in teaching, in the public, in the
media. It is regarded together with the plurality of the party system as a basic element
of democracy. But this pluralism can be misused, when a tiny minority (backed by big
capital) demands the same rights of audience and representation – e.g. in the case of
climate change – as the overwhelming majority of scientists. Robert N. Proctor and
Londa Schiebinger call this ‘agnotology’, when the denial of facts is systematically pursued (2008). Although we have to acknowledge that in the past scientific revolutions –
as other revolutions as well – were always started by a minority (Kuhn 1982).
We arrive now at the issue of theory and praxis. Theories are the basis of Enlightenment
and should explain the world, and by this give us guidance to improve it. So, there is a dialectical relationship between theory and praxis. “Thoughts are free.” This is another basic
element of democracy, but not if you organize yourself to propagate your – communist –
ideas to attain power. In the case of Scientology this freedom is unlimited in the USA, therefore the USA stigmatise European countries, which prohibit Scientology, as ‘undemocratic’.

The media and arts

The freedom of opinion and with it of media and arts is fundamental for a free society
and democracy too. The media are even called the fourth pillar of a democratic society.
The role of literature, movies, TV and arts within anti-communism has not been
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treated enough so far, and unfortunately will not be treated in this volume as well,
although their impact is not be underestimated in an entertainment society.
Totalitarianism

Probably the most successful anti-communist strategy during the past decades is the
notion of totalitarianism (Wikipedia 2013d). It means the identity of fascism and communism, i.e. that their form and content – one-party rule, authoritarian leadership (Der
Führer), strong ideology, oppression of any freedom, concentration camps, lack of justice, collectivism – are identical (Széll 1992a). On the ideological front George Orwell
with his books ‘1984’ and ‘Animal Farm’ (Orwell 1945) contributed much to the spreading of the totalitarian thesis (Széll 1985). Also Aldous Huxley’s ‘Brave New World’,
already written in 1932, became a standard reading in this vein – with translations into
nearly all languages and dozens of editions since (Huxley 1960). The book The Origins
of Totalitarianism by the German-American philosopher Hannah Arendt from 1951
had the biggest impact on this debate (cf. also Friedrich, and Brzeziński 1956; Friedrich,
Curtis, and Barber 1969). Friedrich Hayek introduced the notion of ‘Totalism’ to cover
communism and fascism. However, if we look back into history, all pre-modern societies were totalitarian. The religious institutions and monarchic rules prevented all
freedom of an individual. The notion of individual was even not existent.
In modern times a number of renegades from communist parties, Stéphane Courtois
(2003, 2006a, b) and David Horowitz are two of the most prominent ones, became the
strongest anti-communists. The critique of totalitarianism from the left argues mainly
that there is a qualitative difference between really existing socialism and fascism: Really
existing socialism imploded at the end by its own inner contradictions, and transformed
itself peacefully into democratic societies (Schmeitzner 2007; Traverso 2001). However,
this may not be fully true: Fascists regimes in Spain, Portugal and Greece transformed
themselves into democracies in the 1970s. Whereas after the end of the Soviet Union
Russia and most former Soviet Republics remain authoritarian states.

Results and discussion
To understand the differences of anti-communism in the different parts of the world,
and notably the Third World we have to go back to the ‘deep structures’ of society,
including culture and religion.
United States of America

For sure the USA are the main protagonist of anti-communism since a century, notably
after the demise of fascist regimes. More will be explained in another article in this
thematic series.
Europe

Apparently the diversity of Europe with 47 nations is so great, and its history and
culture are so manifold, that it is absolutely impossible to give here – also due to the
limited space – an overview on anti-communism over the last two hundred years on
this continent. In the 19th century in every country social movements, trade unions,
communist and socialist parties emerged, fighting capitalist exploitation and
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imperialism. We can find therefore all kind of historical, political and cultural variations. The role of the Soviet Union and its Marxism-Leninism for the development of
really existing socialism, i.e. state capitalism, and anti-communism and fascism as
counter-strategies was discussed above (Polanyi 1944). After Wold War II the Soviet
Union enlarged its satellite system with the Warsaw pact and the COMECON to cover
the whole of Eastern and parts of Central Europe.
The Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) was the second hot confrontation between socialists/communists/anarchists and anti-communists on the continent – after the war
in the Soviet Union from 1918 to 1921 –, which this time the anti-communists won.
Their Anti-Komintern-pact from 1936 has to be mentioned too.11 Many regimes in
Europe during the interwar period were anti-communist or directly fascist. And anticommunist military dictatorships continued after the war in Spain and Portugal. With the
help of the USA the military dictatorship was resumed in Greece from 1967 to 1974.
Hence, we also have to structure the period into different phases, according to the
changing international and national conditions. The division of Europe and namely
Germany through the Iron Curtain from 1948 to 1989 was the most remarkable structure. This period of the confrontation of the two super-powers and their allies within
their respective defence-alliances (NATO and the Warsaw-Pact) was called Cold War –
in contrast to what happened on the Korean peninsula (cf. Dijk et al. 2008).12
The popular up-risings in the GDR in 1953, in Hungary and Poland in 1956, the
Prague Spring in 1968, and again in Poland in 1981, led to many refugees to the West,
and strengthened by that anti-communist propaganda and feelings. On the other hand
it has to be recognized that all of these movements were in the long run important
steps for the democratization of these societies. In 1975 the so-called Helsinki Process
started to overcome slowly Cold War-structures in Europe.
At the same time it has be mentioned that there were quite strong, legal communist
parties in France and Italy, which won in elections until the 1980s up to 25% of votes.
And after the end of the military dictatorships in Spain, Portugal and Greece the legalized communist parties there have still quite some influence until today, because they
were a major element of the social movements against the dictatorships.
After 1990 in many former socialist countries new and old anti-communist movements and parties started and took power in most of them – at least temporarily.13 Actually about 30% of Europeans are xenophobic, with a tendency to the extreme right
and with it to anti-communism (ENAR 2013), and this is true even amongst students
(Kassis, and Schallié 2013). One explanation for the latter may be the mostly conservative academia everywhere – since centuries (Evola 2008; Montalbano 1987). The most
shocking event of an anti-communist amok was the Norwegian Anders Behring Breivik,
who – in 2011 – murdered hate-driven 77 innocent people, nearly all of them socialist
teenagers (Borchgrevik 2013; Wikipedia 2013h). This was more surprising, as Norway
is ranked as the most democratic country in the world, but at the moment of the amok
the extreme right had already an audience of 20% of the population during elections.
But fortunately Europe has also a better part in regard to communism. The communists in East and West were fundamental in bringing down the Nazi-regime, and also
the military dictatorships in Western Europe. For many decades they played a very constructive part in rebuilding Europe within a historic compromise. The characters Don
Camillo and Peppone by the Italian author Giovannino Guareschi (1908–1968) show
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this relationship in a humoristic way. Certainly due to this approach, these novels and
movies had an enormous success all over Europe (Wikipedia 2013g).
After the breakdown of the Soviet Empire, however, practically all European communist parties transformed themselves into social-democratic parties (Euro-communism). In this context we have also to discuss the role of communist trade unions and its
World Federation in Prague until 2006, when they merged with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions into the International Trade Union Confederation/
ITUC. Within the European Trade Union Confederation/ETUC there were always all
kind of anti-communist trade unions as members until 1999 – when the French communist C.G.T., the biggest one, joined it. Dialectics were at play, when three movements for a ‘Third Way’, i.e. between socialism and capitalism, were experimented
(Wikipedia 2013e), but did not end successfully so far:
1. In Yugoslavia from 1945 to 1991 with its self-management-socialism (Széll 1992b;
Tito 1960),
2. The Prague spring in 1968 (Sik 1976), and
3. Anthony Giddens’ attempt to overcome casino capitalism since 1998. He managed
to solicit the support by Bill Clinton, Tony Blair, Romano Prodi and Gerhard
Schröder (Giddens 1998). Nevertheless this project failed, because unregulated
capitalism was stronger (Soros 1998).
“The convergence theory, in history and sociology, states that all industrial systems,
whether capitalist or communist, would converge in their social, political and economic
systems because of the determinant effects of technological development.” (Encyclopedia
69.com 2013) So the hope of the convergence theory, developed in the 1970s, did
not realize.

Great Britain

In regard to anti-communism Great Britain played a central role in the European context. Although Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels found refuge from continental prosecution in London, and although there is a rather strong labour movement, Britain is a
bulwark – especially in these days – of finance capitalism. Anglo-Saxon co-operation
during World War One and Two, and beyond is still – as recent NSA-scandals demonstrate – a solid basis for hegemonial strategies. Prime Minister Winston Churchill was
one of the major driving forces for the Cold War (cf. Ruotsila 2001, 2005). A special
task was assigned to the information research department 1945–1953 (Defty 2004).

France

France is in regard to the history of communism and anti-communism preponderant.
Karl Marx and many other communists, socialists and anarchists found refuge in Paris
in the 1840s. The most important event for communism in the 19th century was without doubt the Paris Commune in 1870/71. Germany and France were at war, nevertheless it was more important for them to destroy this first Communist government
together than to continue warfare for a while. The Commune was much more related
to Pierre J. Proudhon’s federalist ideas (Proudhon 1969) than those of Karl Marx. From
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the abundant literature on the subject here just a choice: Guérin 1966; Haupt 1979;
Lefebvre 1965; Lissagaray 1969; Marx 1871a, b; Marx et al. 1968.
From 1936 to 1939 a leftist government ruled under the heading Popular Front,
which realized a lot of workers’ demands, and where communists had some influence
(Lazar 2005). The communist Henri Lefebvre saw already in 1938 the terrible results of
the first five years of Hitler’s reign. The French Communists were the backbone of the
French Résistance, and therefore participated at the first after-war government under
Charles de Gaulle. After the end of the Second World a number of non-dogmatic,
non-Stalinist groups and networks developed, which played quite a role in the May
1968 uprisings and have quite some impact until today. The group Socialisme ou
Barbarie with its own review was one of its most influential. Already before the breakdown of the Soviet Empire communist parties and movements were in a deep crisis
(Weisz 2011).
However, the Cold War strengthened anti-communism in France as well, because it
has not to be forgotten that millions of French were collaborators with the Nazis under
the Vichy-regime (Bloyet, and Sauvage 2005; Lejeune 2003; Sanders 1988). The extreme
right is today the main force of anti-communism in France and organised itself as
Front National since three decades (Moch 1978). The extreme right has altogether
an audience of some 20%. Various leftist parties gathered together during the first
round of the presidential elections in 2012 some 15% of votes. So, there is still
space for anti-communism.

Other European countries

There is no room here to discuss anti-communism in all the remaining 45 European
countries. A special case may, however, be Switzerland (Thur 1937). As a neutral, basic
democratic country in the heart of Europe it unites all features of a perfect democracy,
although it is only at seventh place in the democracy index. But anti-communism was
always and is still very present (Caillat 2009). In Europe ten monarchies – and we
should add the Vatican, which is a religious state, − continue and therefore are not fully
democratic. By definition even a constitutional monarchy cannot be a full democracy
as the head of state is hereditary and not elected.14 In many countries, although most
privileges are abolished, the old aristocracies remain still very powerful. They transmit
their influence and wealth through heritage. So, all monarchies and aristocracies are
anti-communist by their constitution and interests. And that is why communists abolished the monarchy, wherever they could.

The Third World

After the imperial expansion of European powers during Early Modern Times, the
whole world was colonized with a few exceptions (Ethiopia, Japan, Korea, Yemen). This
distribution of the world was settled by the then superpowers during the Berlin Congo
Congress in 1884/1885. In the Third World the communist government in Kerala,
Southern India, was the first to be freely elected in the 1950s. It remained in power
until recently, and Kerala is the most literate and conflict-free state of the Indian
Union. Later West-Bengal with Calcutta as its capital – the biggest city and one of the
most populated states – joined the communist governments.
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Communist regimes in the Third World were established as a counter-movement
against colonial domination and exploitation. Herbert Marcuse set his hope for the liberation of man on the Third World (1964). In the struggle for independence a large
number of countries, supported by the Soviet Union, declared themselves socialist.
Many global anti-communist struggles, conflicts and wars were fought there, and
resounded in the Western societies. The main setback for anti-communism was the loss
of China to the communists. However, today the main ideology of the People’s Republic of
China is Confucianism and not Maoism anymore, accompanied by nationalism – as in
most of the countries of the world (Bell 2010). For the debate about anti-communism in
the international context Yugoslavia and other non-allied countries (cf. the Bandungconference in 1955) in their demand of a ‘Third Way’ had quite some impact.
Latin America freed itself largely already in the 19th century from colonial rule; Asia
and Africa followed in the second half of the 20th century. In the Southern hemisphere
Latin America was regarded as the backyard of the USA as expressed in the Monroe
doctrine. The loss of Cuba in 1959 was the first setback for the USA in this part of the
world. Actually as later in the cases of Peru, Chile, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Bolivia and
Grenada the revolutionaries were just looking for more social justice, they were no
communists at the beginning. They were made to become communists and driven into
the arms of the Soviet Union by the counter-strategies of the USA. In Latin America
military dictatorships in Argentina, Brazil and Chile were actively supported by the
USA. Chile under Pinochet became even a model for neo-liberalism (cf. Hayek above;
and Palacios 2009). The killing of Che Guevara in Bolivia in 1967 was a great success
for anti-communism for the decades to come, as well as the stop of the very successful
Popular Participation Programmes/PPP of the United Nations, where democratic
participation was experimented on a large scale (1971).
So, counterrevolutions led by the USA started in the 1960s (Horowitz 1967), in Latin
America as well as in East Asia. After the French lost Indochina in the 1950s
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam – which was divided for many decades –, the USA
stepped in according to the Domino theory, i.e. that the USA had to prevent that one
state after the other falls into the orbit of the communists, in this case the Chinese.
The Red Khmer gave a good pretext to fight them. They committed one of the most
terrible genocides, killing about a quarter of a population of eight million in the 1980s
(Becker 1998; Kiernan 2004). It is doubtful, if this return to primitive communism has
anything to do with communism. Nevertheless it strengthened anti-communism in the
West and also in the respective countries. Today Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam as well
as Myanmar are reintegrated into the capitalist world market. Although the USA and
capitalism had lost the wars there, it has won the peace.
In Africa the hot Cold War continued especially in the former Portuguese colonies of Angola and Mozambique, but also in former Belgian Congo, with their
enormous natural resources. Although the disappearance of the Apartheid regime
in South Africa, one of the most anti-communist in the world, was a serious blow
to US-hegemony, neo-colonialism in Africa was continued also by France and
Great Britain (Ferro 2010).
The Arabian authoritarian, monarchic states (namely Saudi Arabia etc.) are other bulwarks of anti-communism and therefore largely US-supported. They export religious
fundamentalism, which is a collateral damage – created by the USA. Take as an
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example the ‘War against terror’. Actually the Taliban, who were financed by the CIA
in the fight against the Soviet Union, are now the most dangerous enemy.

Japan

Anti-communism in Japan had in general – except for the period of the Komintern before the Second World War – no direct link with German anti-communism. Only
McCarthyism was shared later. The main basis for anti-communism today is the past
and on-going territorial conflicts with China and North Korea. Also the conflict with
the Soviet Union about the fate of the Kurile Islands was feeding anti-communism, and
has prevented a peace treaty until now. The imperialist colonial and colonial wars since
the 1880s – following the Western model – led to the annexation of Taiwan and Korea,
as well as large parts of East Asia until 1945.
Due to long-time isolation 50% of Japanese are xenophobe, and a strong tendency for
the extreme right – the highest rate of Western democracies (Schreiber 2013). A basis for
anti-communism too. In 1948–1951, in the period of American occupation, a ‘red purge’
occurred in Japan, in which over 20,000 people – accused of being Communists – were
dismissed from their jobs (Tetsuo, and John W. Dower 2006). Strong anti-communist
organisations are still active, often linked to organized crime, i.e. the Yakuza.
Nevertheless the US-American Douglas Moore Kenrick published the book ‘Where
Communism Works. The Success of Competitive Communism in Japan’ in 1988. He argues that the Japanese social structure and the company are based on the Ie-principle, i.e.
the rice growing community, which has communist features (cf. also Széll 2001; Yazawa,
Shujiro 2009). But for sure these elements are quickly fading away (Széll, and Széll 2009).

Conclusion
Anti-communism in the Korean context15

Since Germany’s unification in 1990 and the end of Cold War in Europe certainly anticommunism still survives, but has changed and lost a lot of its impact. However, ‘anticommunism’ under the circumstances of the Cold War system is still one of the most
important keywords to understand the background of the specific development of
South Korean society (Gills 1996). The division of the Korean nation (1945/1948), the
Korean War (1950–53) – which also was a civil war about competing ideological
systems – and the specific historical experience of extreme ideological confrontation
produced a relatively homogeneous ultra-rightist society in South Korea, where anticommunism was internalized by the huge majority of society as a ‘pseudo-consensus’.
In this extremely violent process almost all left-wing groups and their members were
exterminated and those, who survived, and the bereaved were to be silenced. These historical collective traumata were massively suppressed until 2004. The traumata, which
did not have the opportunity to be healed, might be the reason for the present uncompromising socio-political ideological conflict in South Korea, which has been called in
recent time as ‘South-South Conflict’.
Even though the anti-communist resentment has been weakening in the course of
democratization, which was contested by the dualistic view of Cold War mentality (either ‘we’ or the ‘enemy’), South Korea has been still ruled by ‘war-politics’ as named by
Kim Dong-Choon. It means, even though the doctrine of rule of law, liberal democracy
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and constitutional rule are institutionalized, the principles of war or militarism have
penetrated in all parts of society and the state, and have still been working as every-day
affair even in the form of rule of law. The political measures taken by the Lee MyungBak administration (2008–2013) in relation to candle-light demonstrations, investigations of donations of some NGOs by the National Intelligence Service, the inspection
of citizens by military secret service or, in general, the partly excessive application of
the National Security Law are only several examples.
Especially during the military dictatorship, in the phase of state-led, condensed economic development, anti-communism served as an important power mechanism to
discipline the citizens and mobilize them to achieve the developmental goals set by the
state. Hyo-Je CHO, another South Korean sociologist, has described the specific character of South Korean society as an ‘anti-communist regimented society’ coined by the
‘Statist Developmental Mobilization Regime’.
Linking up the three principles – ‘anti-communism’, ‘authoritarian state’ and ‘economic growth’ – played a key role in the understanding of South Korean society from
the 1960s until the 1980s, and its consequences also marked the later period. On the
one hand, anti-communism was an indispensable support for the dictatorship and
created the absolute predominance of the state over civil society. On the other hand, in
the context of the ideology of growth anti-communism guaranteed the absolute predominance of capital over labour. These structural imbalances ensured the reproduction of
the existing political-economic set-up with a structural advantage for conservative or even
ultra-right-wing groups.
In the course of democratization, the role of civil society has been reinforced and, especially under the government of late President Roh Mu-Hyun, many organizations
even obtained the opportunity to participate in the policy process. However, the intensification of neo-liberal policies during the Roh administration and thereafter has
even strengthened the predominance of capital over labour. Neo-liberalism has been a
worldwide phenomenon for the last decades, but in Korea it could be backed by anticommunism in the context of national division, on-going Cold War system and warlike state (i.e. under the armistice).
The ‘Hermit kingdom’ tried to remain – like Japan – for centuries outside of the
Western influence. The Japanese occupation since 1910 led to modernisation, AntiJapanism and pro-communism. Korea liberated itself from Japanese occupation, under
the leadership of Kim Il-Sung – not by the Soviet Union. Nevertheless the role of Confucianism in regard to anti-communism has still to be determined. Certainly the strongest
anti-communist influence in South Korea came through the US occupation after 1945
and after the war between 1950 and 1953. Until today – as long-time for Germany – the
US political system remains dominant. It is even more expressed through the military
dictatorships until the end of the 1980s. And the Korean diaspora in the USA is not be
neglected in this context. The result is a strongly divided country, as the free elections
since more than 20 years show (cf. Shin 2005; Song, and Werning 2012; Széll 2010b,
2012). The role of Chaebols, although an issue in the last presidential election, is not to be
diminished. There remain two trade union-federations, which are fiercely opposed. There
is a weak civil society and lack of political culture (Lee 2007). Anti-North Koreanism is
one of its products (cf. the article by Hyo Je Cho). On the other side we find an increasing
anti-Americanism, to be seen around the Free Trade Agreement-negotiations.
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Endnotes
1
Interestingly UNESCO declared The Capital by Karl Marx as World Cultural
Heritage.
2
Definitely Karl Marx was never a ‘Marxist’.
3
Actually we may even go back to utopias since antiquity (communist utopias, early
Christianity; Thomas More).
4
The Catholic Church was especially violent, cf. e.g. the Encyclica Quadragesimo
(15 May 1931), although the early Christian communities were communist.
5
The link to Korea is quite interesting in this context.
6
Although, as we will see later, really existing socialism propagated and propagates
nationalism as well.
7
Today most strongly in the form of the Pentecostal churches, notably in South
Korea, Latin America, South East Asia and Eastern Europe.
8
This reminds of the infallibility of the Pope.
9
Anti-Stalinism was criticized by Anton Kaute (2005), and Kurt Gossweiler (2005).
10
For a critique of the latter cf. Traverso 2001.
11
It had a predecessor with the Bureau Permanent de l’Entente Internationale contre
e
la III Internationale (1929, 1934).
12
Although mostly forgotten, there raged, however, a terrible civil war in Greece
from 1946 to 1949.
13
The case of Hungary is an extreme one, where after the elections from 2011 the
two extreme right-wing parties won 75% of votes. The situation in many Western
countries is also alarming in regard to anti-democratic movements and non-democratic
government actions.
14
In so far I doubt the ranking by the Economist, which has it seat in a monarchy.
Strange is also the characterization that the USA is a full democracy, but not
France. In this ranking there are only 25 full democracies amongst 167 nations.
North Korea is at the end.
15
The specificities of anti-communism in South Korea are well treated in other
articles in this thematic section. Here it is only worthwhile to mention that the
main difference between Germany and South Korea is that Germany has been the
aggressive power – like Japan – during World War Two and Korea the victim.
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